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Our garden buildings are available in an almost infinite range of
sizes and designs from the humble summerhouse to the garden
room designed as a work office, playroom, hobby centre or as
extra accommodation for guests.

                                                We have been designing and
                                                building garden rooms for decades
                                                and have constructed literally
                                                thousands, each one different,
                                                designed with a specific purpose
                                                in mind.

                                                Some of our clients have an exact
plan of their requirements and know precisely how the finished
building should look, others have come to us with thoughts and
a budget  and we have worked with them to develop a design
that would work for them.

All our buildings are manufactured using quality timber sourced
from sustainable resources. We work with a range of wood from
softwood to larch, cedar and oak. You can specify unlined for the
summer months or insulated and internally clad with a range of
materials for a building to use all year round. Roofing materials
range from heavy duty felt to slate, cedar shingles or felt tiles.

We have designed and built
summerhouses, garden offices,
cricket pavilions, craft rooms,
artists studios, oak garages,
workshops, shepherds huts,
glamping pods and retail units
throughout the UK.

Call in and see us for a chat or
a no obligation quote and let us
help make your dreams a reality

Welcome



Chalet Summerhouse

A range of Chalet style, apex roof summerhouses with
options to suit you:

• with or without integral verandah
• fixed or opening windows
• plain glass or Georgian style
• single or double glazed
• half height or full height windows

External cladding materials:

• 16mm T&G shiplap board
• 19mm T&G shiplap board
• 22mm T&G loglap board
• 200mm x 38mm rebated softwood featheredge board
• T&G red cedar
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• Heavy duty roofing felt
• T&G shiplap board
• Cedar shingles
• Felt tiles
• Corrugated bitumen roofing sheets

Other options:

• unlined or insulated and lined in a choice of finishes
• untreated, cuprinol spirit based treatment or painted in a
  range of Cuprinol Garden Shades.
• single or double doors
• unlimited range of sizes to suit your garden

Roof finishes:



Corner Summerhouse

A range of Corner summerhouses with
options to suit you:

• sloping or pitched roof
• fixed or opening windows
• plain glass, leaded or Georgian style
• single or double glazed
• half height or full height windows

External cladding materials:

• 16mm T&G shiplap board
• 19mm T&G shiplap board
• 22mm T&G loglap board
• 200mm x 38mm rebated softwood featheredge board
• T&G red cedar
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• Heavy duty roofing felt
• T&G shiplap board
• Cedar shingles
• Felt tiles
• Corrugated bitumen sheets

Other options:

• unlined or insulated and lined in a choice of finishes
• single or double doors
• unlimited range of sizes to suit your garden
• windows in any position
• black, brass or chrome fittings

Roof finishes: External wall finishes:
• untreated
• cuprinol spirit based treatment
• cuprinol garden shades range



Hexagonal Summerhouse

A range of Hexagonal summerhouses with options:

• fixed or opening windows
• plain glass, leaded or georgian style
• single or double glazed
• half height or full height windows

Constructed from either 16mm or 19mm T&G shiplap board,
22mm T&G loglap board or red cedar wood and finished in a
choice of colours from the Cuprinol Garden Shades range,
with a roof of heavy duty felt, cedar shingles, natural slate,
softwood timber or felt tiles.
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Garden Gazebos

A range of garden gazebos. As with all our buildings these can
be configured to suit your garden. They can be fully open, part

covered with trellis or solid board or almost fully enclosed.

Available with T&G shiplap board, felt tiled or cedar shingle roof
and finished in a range of colours.

The garden gazebo can be supplied with bench seating or left
empty for you to provide your own furniture.

Almost any size is available. We have built these units from 6’ in
diameter for a small table and 2 chairs, right up to 18’ in diameter

enabling seating for an outdoor dinner party.



Garden Rooms

Garden rooms can be used for multiple purposes. We have
designed and constructed buildings for use as offices, playrooms,
large summerhouses, games rooms, craft studios and even shop
retail units. They can even provide extra accommodation in the

garden to house guests on a temporary basis.

Planning permission isn’t usually required for these buildings
as they come under permitted development rights provided
certain requirements regarding overall size and position are

adhered to. Please ask if you are unsure.
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Options:

• unlined or insulated and lined in a choice of finishes
• untreated, cuprinol spirit based treatment or painted in a
  range of Cuprinol Garden Shades.
• single or double doors
• unlimited range of sizes to suit your garden
• roof of timber and felt, natural slate, cedar shingles or metal
• single or double doors, fixed or opening windows, single or
  double glazed.

The design of these buildings is only limited by your imagination
and of course your budget.



Hot Tub/Sun Rooms

Rooms in the garden with large areas of glass in which to house
a hot tub or jaccuzi. Some are built with large bi or tri-fold doors

to open the building right up during the warmer weather.

We have fitted these rooms with built in saunas to make a
complete garden health centre or gym. Equally our clients have

installed table tennis and snooker tables to create games rooms,
as well as built in bars and outdoor barbeques, allowing an extra
entertainment room in the garden. We have even been asked to

design and build an outdoor cinema room.
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Garden Office

Any of our garden buildings can be converted for use as an
office. With the increasing trend for many people to forego
the daily commute and work from home it makes sense to

have a specially designed room in the garden for this purpose.

From a simple shed type building to a fully lined solid oak
structure with power and communication points fitted, the skies

the limit. You may even be able to offset some of the cost
against tax.

Contact us with your rough ideas and we can work through a
design based on your requirements.



Shepherds Hut

A range of Shepherds Huts, available with fixed legs,
fixed wheels or fully mobile traditional cast iron wheels.

In a range of sizes and supplied as bare shells
or fully fitted with beds, kitchenettes and power.
We have even supplied Shepherds Huts with
integral composting toilets.

Shepherds huts make an interesting feature in any garden and
can be used as a garden office, workroom, craft room or as extra
Accommodation.
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Pods

Pods are the latest craze in both
the glamping scene and the garden.
Available as bare shells or fully lined
and fitted with beds, kitchens and
power. We have supplied these to
glamping sites throughout the UK
as well as to individual clients for
use as extra accommodation in the
garden. They have also been used
as retail units within garden centres.



Garages

From simple single softwood garages to multiple 3, 4
or 5 bay units with solid oak posts, beams and braces

we’ve done them all.  Roofs can be clay tiled, fibre
cement tile or natural slate and bays can be open or

with doors. We can even incorporate integral workshops
or storage rooms.

We are able to assist with preparation of drawings and
planning applications and will work with building control

to assure a smooth planning and building process.
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We also produce a vast range of other buildings from floating
duck houses and hen coops, to bird aviaries, childrens play

houses and green houses.

Check out our websites:

www.shropshiremanufacturing.co.uk for larger buildings

www.shropshireanimalarks.co.uk for animal housing.
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Outbuildings

Outbuildings are considered to be permitted development, not requiring an
application for planning permission, provided certain conditions are met:

1. Outbuildings are not permitted development forward of the principal
    elevation of the original house.
    The term original house means the house as it was first built or as it stood
    on 1 July 1948 (if it was built before that date).

2. Outbuildings and other additions must not exceed 50% of the total area of
    land around the original house. Sheds and all other outbuildings and
    extensions to the original house must be included when calculating this
    50% limit.

3. To be permitted development, any new building must not be separate, self-
    contained, living accommodation and must not have a microwave antenna.

4. Outbuildings must be single storey with a maximum eaves height of 2.5
    metres and maximum overall height of 4 metres with a dual pitched roof,
    or 3 metres in any other case.

5. If the outbuilding is within 2 metres of the property boundary the whole
    building should not exceed 2.5 metres in height.

6. Balconies and verandas are not permitted development. Raised platforms
    such as decking are permitted development provided they are no higher
    than 300mm.

Building Regulations: Outbuildings may be exempt from building regulations
depending on their size, use and location. For more information read the

government planning portal online guidance.

Planning Permission



Broughall, Whitchurch, Shropshire. SY13 4AB
telephone: 01948 662651

email: shropshiremanufacturing@hotmail.com


